METHOD AND SYSTEM TO SHARE ADVERTISEMENT CONTENT FROM A MAIN DEVICE TO A SECONDARY DEVICE
Method and system to share advertisement content from a main device to a secondary device

Introduction

The present invention aims at providing a possibility to share advertisement contents from a main device to a secondary device.

Background

Delivery of advertisements is well known and various solutions are proposed to broadcast targeted advertisements according to the profile and the habits of the user. A first solution is described in the document US 778868, in which the ad stream is conveyed concurrently with a broadcast stream. Based on user profile, a receiver selects one ad from the plurality of ads.

Other solutions such as the one described in WO 2002/59820 are based on the registration of the online user's login time and the preparation of a list of advertisements in accordance with the delivery requirements set by the advertisers and the profile of the local user.

It is therefore a common aim for advertisers to try to deliver the advertisements having the highest chance to catch the interest of the targeted user.

Brief description of the invention

According to an embodiment of the invention, a method to share ad content from a main reception device to a secondary reception device is described, the method comprising the steps of:

- receiving a transmitted content containing at least one advertisement topic on the main reception device from a transmission center, said main reception device being associated with a user identification,

- selecting the advertisement topic for redistribution,

- retrieving an identifier related to said advertisement topic,

- selecting one destination address corresponding to a secondary device,

- sending a notification to a management center, said notification comprising at least the ad identifier, the destination address and the user identification,
- storing, in a database of the management center in a user record corresponding to the user identification, at least the ad identifier and the destination address,

- retrieving an ad content corresponding to the ad identifier,

- pushing the advertisement content to the secondary device corresponding to the destination address.

In the same manner, it is proposed a system in charge of sharing ad contents comprising a transmission center, a management center having a database and at least one main reception device being associated with a user identification, said main reception device being configured to:

- receive a transmitted content containing at least one advertisement topic from the transmission center,

- select the advertisement topic for redistribution,

- retrieve an ad identifier related to said advertisement topic,

- select one destination address corresponding to a secondary reception device,

- send a notification to the management center, said notification comprising at least the ad identifier, the destination address and the user identification,

and the management center is configured to:

- receive the notification from the main reception device,

- store, in a user's record corresponding to the user identification of its database, at least the ad identifier and the destination address,

- retrieve an advertisement content corresponding to the ad identifier,

- push the advertisement content to the secondary device corresponding to the destination address.

One advantage of this method and system is that the selection of the advertisement content is carried out by a relative, (e.g. a friend) of the targeted user. The attention level to such an advertisement is therefore much higher since it is recommended by a trusted person (your friend) and the subject should be in line with your center of interest.
Brief description of the figures

The present invention will be better understood thanks to the attached figures in which:

- figure 1 illustrates the system of the invention with a transmission center, a main and a secondary device and a management center,

- figure 2 illustrates the transmitted content with alternated main and ad contents,

- figure 3 illustrates the flow chart of one embodiment of the invention.

Detailed description

A transmission center TrCnt is understood as a center being able to transmit a video content to a main reception device MDev. The transmission can be traditional broadcast, broadcast over IP, multicast, unicast (e.g. for video on demand), point-to-point. As said, the transmission can be one to many, i.e. many reception devices receive the same content, or the content can be prepared and sent to the sole usage of the main device (e.g. video on demand). The common features of all embodiments are the following:

- a user, on its main reception device receives a transmitted content,

- an action is taken by the user to share an advertisement with another person, having a second reception device and a destination address,

- an ad topic is determined by the user,

- an ad identifier is determined by the main reception device in relation with the ad topic,

- a notification is sent to a management center by the main reception device comprising its identification, the ad identifier and the destination address,

- a record is updated at the management center to keep track of this action,

- the management center then retrieves an advertisement content corresponding with the ad identifier, and pushes the advertisement content to the second reception device as identified by the destination address.

First of all, it is to be noted that the transmission center and the management center can be the same entity or two distinct entities. In the second example, the operation
of pushing an advertisement content to the secondary device is carried out according to the following examples:

- one function of the transmission center is to transmit ad content to the secondary device. For that purpose, the management center, after receiving the notification from the main device, send a management notification to the transmission center containing the ad identifier and the secondary device address. The ad content, corresponding to the ad identifier, is retrieved by the transmission center and is introduced into the stream toward the secondary device.

- one function of the management center is to push ad content to the secondary device. For that purpose, the secondary device is able to receive content from the transmission center and the management center. The nature of the connection could be different, for example the transmission center sending broadcast video content and the management center having a point-to-point (e.g. IP) connection with the secondary device. The latter can merge the content from both sources to obtain an enhanced display.

The examples below can be implemented according to the two solutions proposed above. For the rest of the description, we will consider the solution with the management center receiving the notification from the main device and being able to push contents directly to the secondary device. However, the other embodiments implying the transmission center are equally part of the present description.

The figure 3, illustrates the various exchanges between the different entities. One action made by the user of the main device MDev is the selection of an advertisement topic. An advertisement topic is a subject about which the main user wishes to make his friend aware of. It could be an advertisement content currently transmitted, or an advertisement content related to the one currently transmitted (e.g. an ad for a particular model is transmitted and I wish to pass an advertisement for another product of this manufacturer), or an object on the scene currently transmitted or an object or an ad that was previously transmitted.

At a certain time during the transmission of a video content (see box "Main & Ad Cnt" in figure 3), the user of the main device MDev decides to push an advertisement to another person SDev. It then clicks on its remote control to initiate the process. The main reception device can then immediately react and propose a menu to continue
the process (see box "Select Ad Tp" in figure 3) or can record the user's action for a later recall and start of the process.

The process comprises several menus and the first one is the selection of the advertisement. The menus can be in a different order without modifying the concept of the invention.

Different manners to realize the selection of the advertisement topic and the retrieval of the ad identifier will be then described.

According to a first mode of implementation, the currently displayed advertisement, which was transmitted to the main device at the time the user's first action was initiated, is proposed to be pushed. This is illustrated by the arrow T1 in the figure 2. In this case, the ad AD6 is the current advertisement. The transmitted audio/video content, and in particular the advertisement, contains metadata describing the video content currently transmitted. The metadata comprises an ad record comprising at least the ad identifier allowing the management center to retrieve the corresponding ad content and could also comprise a short description (ad descriptor) of the advertisement. In case of the presence of the ad descriptor in the ad record, the description is displayed on the main device screen and the user can confirm the selection of this advertisement topic for sharing it with a secondary device. The ad identifier, extracted from the metadata will be then used to identify the advertisement content to be pushed (see box "Select Ad ID" in figure 3).

According to a variation of this mode, the menu can display not only one advertisement description but a list of the n previously transmitted advertisements. The figure 2 illustrates the transmission of 6 advertisements prior to the action of the main user. The user can then select, among for example the 6 advertisements, the one to be pushed to the secondary device. For that purpose, according to one mode of realization, the metadata currently transmitted comprises the list of the last n advertisements. According to an alternate embodiment, each ad record comprises the ad identifier and the ad descriptor of the current advertisement. The main device can therefore store the ad records in a buffer, for example the last 6 advertisement records, and this buffer will be used to build-up the list of the last 10 advertisements. In the figure 2, each time an advertisement is detected by the main device, the ad record is extracted. The main device will therefore store the ad record of the AD1 to
AD3 during a first batch of advertisements and the AD4 to AD6 during the second batch. In case that the user starts the process during the transmission of a main content, as shown by the arrow T2, the list of the previously stores ad descriptors will be displayed.

According to a second mode of implementation, the metadata contains extended information about a transmitted advertisement. The extended information relates to advertisements of the same manufacturer or the same type of products. For a well known sport gear provider, the current advertisement can refer to running shoes. However, the metadata can list, for the same manufacturer, the family of products for which an advertisement can be pushed. The selection menu can propose:

- Running shoes Men  - Clothing
- Running shoes Women - Accessories
- Running shoes Kids

For each listed item, an ad identifier is attached. When the user has selected the one of interest, the ad identifier is extracted.

According to a third mode of implementation, the identification of the advertisement is carried out by identifying the transmitted video content and the time. The transmitted video content can be identified by a channel identifier or from the metadata. This channel identifier is contained in the PAT (Program Application Table) which comprises the description of all streams available from the current tuned band. A first example would be: channel 0x0017, time 17:35:23. This set of data will be the ad identifier. In case that the metadata of the video content is used, for example for a video on demand, the description of the content (or the identification of the content) can be used with the index (time, frames or packets) to identify the location at which the user's as started the process (e.g. ad identifier = "Planet of the apes" and 1:34:12).

According to a fourth mode of implementation, the user's command received by the main device trigs the storage of data allowing identifying the video content currently transmitted. This could be in the form as described above with the channel/time indication or description/index. We will call it "content pointer" since these information allow to retrieve the content transmitted at a given time. Another possibility is to store a portion of the current transmitted content for identifying the advertisement topic.
The portion of the current transmitted content comprises at least one image at the time of the user's command, this image containing at least one advertisement topic that the user is willing to push to the secondary device. This image can be sent to the management center for analysis. Another possibility is to pre-process the image on the main device to determine a snapshot, i.e. one object of the image that will be of interest by the user. The user of the main device can highlight with a cursor one object of the image or crop the image to keep only one object. A snapshot is generated following the crop function representing the advertisement topic by the main device and can be sent to the management center.

Then the content pointer, the image or the snapshot is sent to the management center for determining one or more advertisement identifiers. The management center, with the content pointer can retrieve one or a plurality of ad records containing a descriptor and an identifier from its database and can send it to the main device. Alternatively, the content pointer can be used to retrieve, in a buffer of the management center, the image or images at the time of the user's command and from an analysis of this image, can determine an ad record or a list of ad records. With the image or the snapshot, the management center can perform the analysis of the image or snapshot and determine the ad record or the list of ad records, which are then sent to the main device. The analysis is carried out in three steps, the first is the detection of objects by an object recognition application. The same process is carried out on the snapshot to determine the object of interest. Once the image or snapshot is passed through this application, an object or a list of objects is produced. The second step is to access a database to seek if ad contents match one of the retrieved object(s). The database contains a plurality of ad contents and keywords associated with each ad content. A keyword can be an object (e.g. car, truck or wristwatch) and/or a location (e.g. coffee place, supermarket, garage). The management center detects the keywords that match the detected object(s). The third step is to establish a list of possible ad records having the highest probability to be linked with the image or snapshot analyzed.

The analysis function can return more than one advertisement (i.e. ad records) since the image or snapshot can contain more than one object. As a result, the analysis and search function will produce an ad record or a list of ad records.
A more simple way to establish this list of ad records, according to another embodiment, is to preprocess the main content (the video) to generate in advance or in real-time a list of ad records indexed with the flow of the main video. The object recognition application is executed on the main content in order to detect objects matching one of the prerecorded advertisements. The purpose is to detect all objects related to an ad content already stored and discard the objects for which no ad content can be pushed. As an example, the management center contains an advertisement for shoes. Each time the analysis of the image of the main video detects shoes, a flag is recorded in respect with the index of the main video, the flag comprising the pointer to the ad record corresponding to the advertisement for shoes.

Once the management center receives a request indicating a particular time in the main content, the management center retrieves the list of flags recorded for that time (or around that time). This list is used to populate the list of ad records related to the pointed image and is sent back to the main device.

An ad record can contain a unique value, the identifier, allowing locating the proper advertisement content in the management center, and a short description. It is the short description that will be displayed on the main device screen for the selection by the user.

Once the main device has obtained the ad identifier, or selected one among the list of ad identifiers, these steps being illustrated by the box "Select AD ID", the next step is the selection of the destination address (see box "Select Destination" in figure 3).

According to the preferred embodiment, the main device contains a list of contacts with names and addresses. The addresses can comprise various fields such as the email, the Twitter© or Facebook© ID or an IP address.

Once the selection of the contact is made by the user, the notification can be prepared by the main device, this notification comprising the ad identifier, the destination address (in one of the forms described above) and the user's identification as illustrated by the box "Add Own ID" in the figure 3. The user's identification is stored in the main device and can be in the form of an email address, an IP address, an identification pertaining to the transmission center, a Twitter© or Facebook© identification.
An optional step is the possibility to add free text by the main user to be communicated to the secondary user. This could be in the form of the use of a list of preprogrammed texts, or directly typed by the main user.

The notification is now ready and can be sent to the management center (see box "Send Notif in figure 3).

When the management center receives the notification, the record stored in the database related to the user’s identification is checked. This check is optional and aims at deciding if the user, identified by the user’s identification is allowed to send advertisements to others.

The second operation is to define the destination address (see box "Select Destination Adr" in figure 3). According to one embodiment, the destination address contained in the notification can be directly used to determine the physical address of the secondary device. However, in other cases, the physical address of the secondary device has to be retrieved from the received destination address. The management center can comprise a database having for each physical destination device, the logical name (such as e-mail etc). The management center carries out an address conversion to establish the physical address of the secondary device based on the received destination address.

It is to be noted that a physical destination address can be linked with more than one destination user. The same secondary device can be shared with a plurality of users.

The next step, optional as well, is the verification that the secondary device has allowed the transmission of advertisements. For this check, the database record related to the destination address is retrieved and verified. In the case that the secondary device has not allowed the reception of pushed advertisements, the process stops.

With the ad identifier contained in the notification, the management center can determine which advertisement content should be transmitted to the secondary device (see box "Select Ad content" in figure 3). The pushing operation can now start. This operation will be described with the example of the management having a direct connection with the secondary device, but the transmission can also be done in the same manner by the transmission center.
On the database of the management center, the record corresponding to the user of the main device and the record corresponding to the user of the secondary device are updated, for various purposes (see box "Record MDev Data" in figure 3). One of the purposes is to credit this main user with loyalty points for participating to an ad campaign. A second purpose is to build-up a user's profile, in particular concerning the secondary user.

The advertisement content can be simply pushed to the secondary device SDev, at the destination address as determined by the management center. In this case, the secondary device can receive a notification that advertisement content was pushed to its device and display a pop-up menu to request the user's authorization to display it. The pop-up menu can also display the name of the user from which the advertisement content is originated. The user of the secondary device can play the ad content straight away or can deny the immediate viewing. In this case, the ad content is stored and can be retrieved at a later time by the secondary user.

According to an alternate embodiment, the management center can check if the secondary device is online and put in a queue the ad content in the negative event. This check is carried out by the transmission of a short notification requesting an acknowledgement. Other automatic embodiment could be used such as detecting when the secondary device access the management center to obtain other data such as access keys for the content or information data about contents. If the acknowledgment is received, the secondary device is online. The management center checks on a regular basis the response of the secondary device and once detected, can push the ad content.

In the case that the secondary user approves the reception displays of the ad content (see box "Accept AD Content" and "Display AD content" in figure 3), an acknowledgment can be sent to the management center (see box "Acknwl. AD" in figure 3). Before sending the acknowledgment to the management center, the secondary user has the possibility to add a free text message. This acknowledgment, including the free text (if any) is sent to the management center and the record of the main user is updated (see box "Update MDev data" in figure 3), for example by adding loyalty points. The free text message can be passed back to the main device so that the user of the main device can have a feedback about the accuracy of its selection.
The advertisement content can be displayed in full screen mode on the secondary device, or in a window or a banner on part of the screen. The secondary user has the possibility to evaluate the pertinence of the advertisement content by a selection between like/dislike or having a finer granularity such as between 0 to 5, 0 being equal to "dislike" and 5 being equal to "very interesting".

The loyalty points credited to the main user can be adjusted as a function of the secondary user feedback.

Once displayed on the secondary device's screen, according to a preferred embodiment, the ad content is deleted.

According to another embodiment, and in complement with the already described operations, the user at the main device can add a free text in the notification sent to the management center. This free text will be displayed in the notification received by the secondary device inviting an acceptance of the ad content. The secondary device's user will then have the possibility to visualize information about the sender and the comments made by the sender before accepting the advertisement.
Claims

1. Method to share ad content from a main reception device to a secondary reception device, the method comprising the steps of:

- receiving a current transmitted content containing at least one advertisement topic on the main reception device from a transmission center, said main reception device being associated with a user identification,
- selecting the advertisement topic for sharing ad content with the secondary reception device,
- retrieving an identifier related to said advertisement topic,
- selecting one destination address corresponding to a secondary device,
- sending a notification to a management center, said notification comprising at least the ad identifier, the destination address and the user identification,
- storing, in a database at the management center in a user record corresponding to the user identification, at least the ad identifier and the destination address,
- retrieving an ad content corresponding to the ad identifier,
- pushing the advertisement content to the secondary device corresponding to the destination address.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the advertisement topic is the current transmitted content which comprises metadata, said metadata comprising at least the ad identifier, said ad identifier being selected for sharing ad content with the secondary reception device.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the advertisement topic is one of the transmitted contents which comprise metadata, said metadata comprising an ad record containing an ad descriptor and an ad identifier, said method comprising the steps of:

- retrieving a list of ad descriptors and ad identifiers related to the transmitted content,
- displaying the list of ad descriptor on the main reception device,
- selecting one ad descriptor and its corresponding ad identifier for sharing ad content with the secondary reception device.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the ad identifier is retrieved by obtaining a channel identification and a transmission time of the current transmitted content comprising the advertisement topic.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the advertisement topic is part of the current transmitted content, the method comprising the steps of:
   - receiving, by the main reception device, a request to select an advertisement topic from a portion of the current transmitted content,
   - transmitting to the management center, information allowing to retrieve one object from the portion of the current transmitted content,
   - determining, by the management center, from the portion of the current transmitted content at least one advertisement topic,
   - retrieving at least one ad record corresponding to the determined advertisement topic, said ad record comprising at least an ad descriptor and an ad identifier,
   - transmitting the at least one advertisement record to the main reception device,
   - selecting at least one advertisement descriptor from the at least one record,
   - retrieving the ad identifier related to said advertisement topic, said ad identifier being selected for sharing ad content with the secondary reception device.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the advertisement topic is part of a main audio/video program, the method comprising the steps of:
   - receiving a request from the main reception device to select an advertisement topic from the main audio/video program,
   - analyzing the transmitted main audio/video program to determine at least one advertisement topic,
   - retrieving the ad identifier corresponding to said advertisement topic,
   - using said ad identifier for sharing ad content with the secondary reception device.
7. The method of claim 6, wherein the analysis of the transmitted main audio/video program comprises the steps of:

- extracting at least one snapshot of one object from at least one image of the transmitted main audio/video program, said snapshot representing the advertisement topic,

- transmitting the snapshot to the management center,

- determining from the snapshot, by the management server, an ad identifier corresponding to the snapshot,

- sending to the main reception device the retrieved ad identifier.

8. The method of claim 6, wherein the analysis of the transmitted main audio/video program comprises the steps of:

- extracting at least one image of the transmitted main audio/video program,

- transmitting said image to the management center,

- extracting at least one snapshot of one object from at least one image of the transmitted main audio/video program,

- determining from the snapshot an ad identifier corresponding to the snapshot,

- sending to the main reception device the retrieved ad identifier.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the image contains a plurality of snapshots, the method comprising the steps of:

- extracting, by the management center, a plurality of snapshots of a plurality of objects from the transmitted image,

- identifying one object for each snapshot, each object having an ad record comprising an ad descriptor and an ad identifier,

- preparing a list of ad records corresponding to the plurality of snapshots,

- sending said list to the main reception device,

- displaying the list of ad descriptor at the main reception device,
- selecting, at the main reception device, at least one ad descriptor, and using its corresponding ad identifier for sharing ad content with the secondary reception device.

10. The method according to one of the claims 1 to 9, wherein the management center receives a notification in case that the secondary device has processed the received advertisement content, said acknowledgment being recorded in the database of the management center in the user record corresponding to the user identification.

11. The method of claims 1 to 10, wherein pushing of the advertisement content to the secondary device comprises the step of inserting the advertisement content into a broadcast stream toward the secondary device.

12. The method of claims 1 to 10, wherein pushing of the advertisement content to the secondary device comprises the step of transmitting the advertisement content via a point-to-point communication channel.

13. System optimized for user-directed sharing of selected advertisements, said system comprising a transmission center (TrCnt), a management center (MngCnt) having a database and at least one main reception device (Mdev) being associated with a user identification, said main reception device (MDev) being configured to:
- receive a current transmitted content containing at least one advertisement topic from the transmission center (TrCnt),
- select the advertisement topic for sharing ad content with the secondary reception device,
- retrieve an ad identifier related to said advertisement topic,
- select one destination address corresponding to a secondary reception device (SDev),
- send a notification to the management center (MngCnt), said notification comprising at least the ad identifier, the destination address and the user identification,
and the management center (MngCnt) or the transmission center (TrCnt) being configured to:
receive the notification from the main reception device (MDev),
- store, in a user's record corresponding to the user identification of its database, at least the ad identifier and the destination address,
- retrieve an advertisement content corresponding to the ad identifier,
- push the advertisement content to the secondary device (SDev) corresponding to the destination address.

14. The system of claim 13, wherein the management center (MngCnt) is configured to:
- receive the notification from the main reception device (MDev),
- store, in a user's record corresponding to the user identification of its database, at least the ad identifier and the destination address,
- transmit a management notification to the transmission center (TrCnt) comprising the ad identifier and the destination address,

said transmission center (TrCnt) is configured to:
- retrieve an advertisement content corresponding to the ad identifier,
- push the advertisement content to the secondary device (SDev) corresponding to the destination address.

15. The system of claim 13 or 14, wherein the transmitted content comprises metadata including the ad identifier, the main reception device (MDev) being configured to extract the ad identifier from the metadata of the transmitted content.

16. The system of claim 13 or 14, wherein the transmitted content comprises metadata comprising a plurality of ad records, each ad record comprising an ad identifier and an ad descriptor, said main reception device being configured to:
- collect the ad records from the metadata,
- display a list of the ad descriptors contained in the ad records,
- select at least one ad descriptor and its corresponding ad identifier for sharing ad content with the secondary reception device.
17. The system of claim 16, wherein the main reception device (MDev) comprises a buffer, said buffer being configured to store the previously transmitted ad records.

18. The system of claim 13 or 14, wherein the main reception device (MDev) is configured to:

- extract a portion of the current transmitted content comprising at least one advertisement topic,
- transmit all or part of the extracted portion to the management center,

said management center being configured to:

- determine from the extracted portion, at least one ad identifier corresponding to the advertisement topic,
- send to the main reception device the retrieved ad identifier.

19. Main device (MDev) optimized for sharing of selected advertisements with a secondary device (SDev), said main device receiving current transmitted content from a transmission center (TrCnt) and having connection means with a management center (MngCnt), said main reception device (MDev) being configured to:

- receive a transmitted content containing at least one advertisement topic from the transmission center (TrCnt),
- extract a portion of the current transmitted content comprising the at least one advertisement topic,
- transmit all or part of the extracted portion to the management center,
- receive from the management center at least one ad identifier corresponding to the portion of the current transmitted content,
- select at least one ad identifier corresponding to the advertisement topic for sharing ad content with the secondary reception device,
- select one destination address corresponding to a secondary reception device (SDev),
- send a notification to the management center (MngCnt), said notification comprising at least the ad identifier, the destination address and the user identification, said
notification triggering the transmission of an ad content identified by the ad identifier to the secondary device.

20. The main device of claim 19, wherein it is further configured to:

- extract an image from the portion of the current transmitted content,

- receive selection of a snapshot comprising an object representing the advertisement topic from the image,

- transmit the snapshot to the management in order to retrieve one ad identifier corresponding to the advertisement topic,

- receive from the management center the at least one ad identifier, said ad identifier being used in the notification sent to the management center.
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